.
The Soviet hideous crime became one of the pillars of Kaczyński's politics of memory [that, as I have suggested before, was in the President's concept the basis of all state policies]; the Katyń Massacre was the end of a mythical time of the Sacred, the Calamity that demolished the Proper Order,
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and forced the reestablishment of the whole cycle of the History. Kaczyński's narration on the Massacre is overfilled by pain and suffering, and it is the only one, that Polish President rehearsed, which did not contain the hope, and the faith in humanity at all.
Even though, the decline of interwar Poland symbolizes the end of freedom and independence, it continues to be an evidence of the strong state, that brought up generation of brave patriots, and became an exemplar for following generations. The Shoah represents the end of Christian and humane values, the entire collapse of the Humanism -but in the same time it reminds us about the courage and sacrifice of Righteous among the Nations. The end of the 1944 Warsaw Uprising symbolizes the final demise of hopes for restoration a democratic and independent Poland after World War II, however it is the heroic act of resistance against totalitarian ideology, and the constitution of patriotism and liberation struggle for next generations. Finally, the martial law in Poland closes the time of dreams and freedom, and ends the nationwide carnival of 'Solidarity', but yet the resistance to the authorities comes to an end with the decline of the People's Republic and progressive transformation.
Only the Katyń Massacre remains a wound, that cannot be healed. For
Kaczyński it was the overfilled by embitterment narration, and the reason for a distrust toward Russians, the legate of the maleficent and totalitarian heritage of Stalinism. But first and foremost, the President understood the Massacre as a symbolic, willful crime committed on the Polish Nation, that has never been judged and punished, and for almost a half of century was a subject of a rousing lie. Three days later on Freedom Square in Tbilisi Kaczyński delivered his the most memorable speech. He said: "We are here to express our solidarity.
[…] We are here to take up the gauntlet. For the first time from years our neighbor […] He took the side of values, which were fundamental for his political concept:
courage, freedom, justice, patriotism, sacrifice for ultimate goals, and solidarity. 
